[.WATCH.] Lightyear (2022) Online Full 123movies HD Free
( Update: June 28, 2022 )
Universal Pictures! Here are options for downloading or watching Lightyear , streaming the full movie online
for free on 123movie Updates Today & Reddit, including where to watch the anticipated Universal Pictures’
Movies at home. Is Lightyear available to stream? Is watching Lightyear (2022) on Disney Plus, HBO Max,
Netflix, or Amazon Prime? Yes, we have found a faithful streaming option/service.

John Hammond, played by actor and director Vincent D’Onofrio, will be returning for the final installment of
the Jurassic Park trilogy. The film is set 21 years after the last movie. We will find out what happened during
that time. There is a volcano that is a danger to Costa Rica. If something isn’t done The Jurassic World sequel is
based on the movie Jurassic World. The same actors and actresses, like Chris Pratt, Bryce Dallas Howard,
Laura Dern, Jeff Goldblum, and Sam Neill, are in it. Some new people are in it too, like BD Wong and Omar Sy.
The movie started filming in 2014 but then had to stop because of Covid Pandemic.

The Sixth installment of the Jurassic Park Franchise is scheduled to be released on June 25, 2022, by Universal
Pictures. Unlike the two previous films in this franchise, no actor or actress who has starred opposite Chris
Pratt will appear alongside him again.

Lightyear Release Date:
The new Jurassic World movie, Dominion, is scheduled in Mexico and South Korea on June 25, 2022. But the

U.S. release has been delayed until next year because of a pandemic. We’re so excited about the movie, even
though it’s been pushed back!

If all Romero Jolerance fans come out at least once during opening weekend (and maybe more than one
visit), they could bring about $175M+ across Canada. This would give bragging rights to Canadians who love
their cinema in foreign languages like me.

The film will be available on Universal’s Peacock website four months after being released in theaters. Ten
weeks after that, the film will be available for streaming on Amazon Prime Video. After that, the film will
return to Starz, which has an exclusive licensing agreement with the film’s producers.

Watch Now : Lightyear (2022) Full Movie Online Free

Is Lightyear on Netflix?

Lightyear is not available to watch on Netflix. If you’re interested in other movies and shows, one can access
the vast library of titles within Netflix under various subscription costs depending on the plan you choose:
$9.99 per month for the basic plan, $15.99 monthly for the standard plan, and $19.99 a month for the
premium plan.

Is Lightyear on Hulu?

They’re not on Hulu, either! But prices for this streaming service currently start at $6.99 per month, or $69.99
for the whole year. For the ad-free version, it’s $12.99 per month, $64.99 per month for Hulu + Live TV, or
$70.99 for the ad-free Hulu + Live TV.
Is Lightyear on Disney Plus?

No sign of Lightyear on Disney+, which is proof that the House of Mouse doesn’t have its hands on every
franchise! Home to the likes of ‘Star Wars’, ‘Marvel’, ‘Pixar’, National Geographic’, ESPN, STAR and so
much
more, Disney+ is available at the annual membership fee of $79.99, or the monthly cost of $7.99. If you’re a fan

of even one of these brands, then signing up to Disney+ is definitely worth it, and there aren’t any ads, either.

Is Lightyear on HBO Max?

Sorry, Lightyear is not available on HBO Max. There is a lot of content from HBO Max for $14.99 a month, such
a subscription is ad-free and it allows you to access all the titles in the library of HBO Max. The streaming
platform announced an ad-supported version that costs a lot less at the price of $9.99 per month.

Is Lightyear on Amazon Video?

Unfortunately, Lightyear is not available to stream for free on Amazon Prime Video. However, you can choose
other shows and movies to watch from there as it has a wide variety of shows and movies that you can choose
from for $14.99 a month.
Is Lightyear on Peacock?

Lightyear is not available to watch on Peacock at the time of writing. Peacock offers a subscription costing
$4.99 a month or $49.99 per year for a premium account. As their namesake, the streaming platform is free
with content out in the open, however, limited.

Is Lightyear on Paramount Plus?

Lightyear is not on Paramount Plus. Paramount Plus has two subscription options: the basic version
ad-supported Paramount+ Essential service costs $4.99 per month, and an ad-free premium plan for $9.99
per month.

Is Lightyear on Apple TV Plus?

Lightyear isn’t on Apple TV+ at the moment, sorry! In the meantime, you can watch top-rated shows like Ted
Lasso on Apple TV with a subscription cost of $4.99 a month.

Is Lightyear on Now TV Cinema?

Sadly, Lightyear hasn’t made its way yet to Now TV Cinema. If you’re interested in thousands of other movies
and shows, you can still access to the Now TV Cinema library for 9.99 a month.

How to watch Lightyear

Lightyear is not available to stream now.

Where can you stream all Jurassic Park and Jurassic World movies?

With a new Jurassic World coming out very soon, you may want to rewatch all the movies. Or if you haven’t
given the science fiction adventure films a shot, now is your chance.

Jurassic Park, The Lost World: Jurassic Park, and Jurassic Park III can all be streamed using a HBO Max or Hulu
subscription. If you’d prefer to rent the movies, only the first two are on Prime Video. Otherwise all three films
can be rented on YouTube, Apple TV+, or Google Play Movies & TV.

Jurassic World is only available to rent via YouTube, Apple TV+, or Google Play Movies & TV. Jurassic World:
Fallen Kingdom can be streamed with a Hulu subscription, as well as rented on Prime Video, YouTube, Apple
TV+, or Google Play Movies & TV.
The sixth film in the franchise, Lightyear, will be released in cinemas on June 25, 2022. Right now it’s not
confirmed where the movie will be streamed after its big screen release.

It’s good to be Joseph Kosinski. To be clear, it’s good to be anyone associated with massive smash hit
“Lightyear,” but it’s especially sweet to be director Kosinski, whose last feature was Sony’s 2017 hotshot
firefighter drama “Only the Brave.” Today, he’s the shepherd of Tom Cruise’s unlikely sequel, which has
inspired not only huge box office returns but also incredible critical and fan response.
What could top that? We already know: Sci-fi thriller “Spiderhead” debuts on Netflix on June 25 (again
starring his “Maverick” and “Brave” main man, Miles Teller) and Kosinski is now prepping the Apple-backed
Formula 1 feature starring Brad Pitt.

As “Lightyear” continues breaking box-office records and enjoying excellent reviews, the thoughtful and
relatively soft-spoken Kosinski was game to answer all our burning questions, from cut scenes to how key
cameos came together, who the “enemy” really is, how the film could have ended, and if sequel talk has
already started.

This interview has been edited and condensed for clarity.

IndieWire: Joe, thank you so much for taking the time, but why are you not on a yacht popping champagne and
celebrating with your family?

Joseph Kosinski: I have a sickness! I’m working. For me, I like to stay busy. I’m just thinking about the next one,
“Spiderhead,” and then prepping the next one after that. What I enjoy doing is working. But I’m thrilled that
“Lightyear” is connecting with people and people are loving it, and seeing it multiple times. It’s everything we
wanted and hoped for.

I definitely feel, having seen it with an audience four or five times — most of the times I’ve watched it I was
alone in a big theater — but it is one of those movies that seems to play better the more people you’re with.
And that’s really — it’s just fun. I’m so glad.

You tend to work with performers repeatedly, like Tom Cruise, Jennifer Connolly, and Charles Parnell, who are
all in “Maverick,” but the film also stars Miles Teller, now in his third film of yours. I know casting Rooster was
a complicated process, but what was it you saw in Miles that made you say, “This is my guy, this is our
Rooster”?

In “Only the Brave,” he showed me what an incredible actor he is. That was a really, really challenging role, a
challenging movie to make, and what was put on his shoulders emotionally to carry through that film was
pretty epic. I was finishing that movie right when I flew to Paris to pitch Tom on the idea of this film so Miles
was very much in my head, as was the whole kind of notion of this father-son relationship that is at the center
of “Only the Brave,” even though it’s not a literal one. I felt like “Top Gun,” in many ways, could be the same
thing on a big-movie blockbuster scale.
Miles also has this amazing comedic side and I felt like he embodied a lot of the qualities that Anthony
Edwards showed in the first film. I knew surrounding Tom with great dramatic actors would elevate

everybody’s game. So I went into that first meeting with a picture of Miles and said, “I just worked with him.
And I think he could be a great candidate for Rooster.”

Tom had a tremendous amount of respect for Miles even at that point, based on the work. There’s not a lot of
guys Miles’ age that have put together the career and the choices that he’s done. Then we went through the
audition process to make sure that we were really testing, crossing all the Ts and dotting the I’s. It was Miles
and Glen [Powell] and Nick Hoult [vying for the role], and we did a dramatic scene and then the “Great Balls of
Fire” scene. After that test, it was clear to all of us that Miles had the range to pull off everything this character
needed to do.

You bring back a few legacy characters, particularly Val Kilmer as Iceman. One of the questions going into the
film was how you would handle Val, given his current health condition. That’s handled so beautifully in the
film; it seems to get a major response from people. How did the scene come together?

We spent a lot of time trying to figure out exactly what the best version of that scene was and how to pull it off.
Obviously, the idea of Iceman being an important part of Maverick’s journey was something we all wanted, but
didn’t know what Val’s health struggles were. This was five years ago, so this was before the documentary
[“Val”].

[Producer] Jerry [Bruckheimer] and I met with Val. He came over to Jerry’s office and we sat down with him
and just told him of our desire to figure out a way to get Iceman into the film. It was Val who came up with the
idea that Iceman was sick too, so he could integrate into the story in a way that felt authentic and not
something that we were trying to hide.

And then this notion of Iceman being a guardian angel for Maverick, from the moment they have that
handshake at the end of the first film, this idea that Iceman would rise through the ranks as the ideal Navy
officer, which he was. Even in the first film, he does everything. Iceman’s right in the first film. You know?

Yes! He is!
That’s why he goes through the ranks and becomes the U.S. commander of the Pacific fleet, which is
essentially the highest position you can reach in the Navy. Whereas Maverick continues being Maverick, which
means getting in trouble with his superior officers and more than anything just wanting to be in the air, where
he belongs. Iceman makes sure that Maverick stays in the air over the course of his career, probably sending
him on various dangerous missions and giving him the assignment out at China Lake testing X planes, when
he ages out of the combat role.

This idea that Iceman is always looking out for his buddy was something we liked, and this idea that he also is
aware of the tension or the broken relationship between Rooster and Maverick, and knows that Maverick will
never really be able to move past it until he confronts it directly. The idea that Iceman brings in Maverick —
not only to teach this mission, because he is one of the few who’s done it before, but also as a friend setting up
Maverick to confront Rooster and make peace with their past — it just felt like a great way to integrate him
into the film.

The film pointedly does not mention the “enemy” by name, and there’s been lots of stories in which
journalists try to figure out what the rogue nation is. At what point was it decided that the enemy would not
be named, and what do you think of stories that posit to know who it “really” is?

The answer is it’s Canada. [laughs] We didn’t want to make this a movie about geopolitics. It’s a competition
film. It’s a film about friendship, about sacrifice. It’s a rite-of-passage story. It’s all those things. It’s not a movie
about the current state of world events which, by the way, have changed so much from when we made the film.
If we had even decided [a country when we made it], it probably would’ve been outdated. The idea was always
to make the enemy faceless and nameless.

That’s why in designing this third act, I put it in a world that was not identifiable as, I think, any of the places
people are guessing. I liked the idea of putting it in a snowy region, so we shot it in the Cascade Mountains of
Washington state to also invert the “Top Gun” aesthetic, to get away from the San Diego sunsets and flip it on
its head. To me, that was an exciting way to really change the feeling of the film and make it feel like we were
somewhere far away. I know people look at the F-14 [enemy fighter jets] or the fifth-generation fighter jets or
the landscape and try to piece it together, but it really is nowhere.

The film seems to work even if you haven’t seen the original one, but you do intercut scenes from Tony Scott’s
“Top Gun” that help explain certain relationships, including scenes that introduce us to Anthony Edwards’
Goose, Meg Ryan’s Carole, and Kelly McGillis’ Charlie, all of whom do not appear in “Maverick.” You show the
group hanging at the bar and Goose’s iconic death scene. When did you decide to include those?
That was not in the script. That was something we discovered and I asked my editor to try when we were
putting the bar scene together, where Maverick’s watching Rooster. I realized that Rooster is in the first movie,
sitting on the piano with the cowboy hat. I wasn’t sure what it would feel like, cutting the first movie into this
film.

Even from the first assembly, I saw how evocative it was and how emotional it was. You really see Maverick as

a young man, holding Goose in his arms. The visual connection between Rooster and Goose is so strong, you
just put it together.

We did a little bit of audience testing. What was a surprise to us was, whether or not you had seen the first
film, people were rating the film exactly the same. There was no difference between “Top Gun” fans and
non-“Top Gun” fans. I could have never anticipated that, but I do think people could potentially get more out of
it if they’ve seen the first film. But people seem to enjoy it either way.

The film obviously has many fans, but you have ticked off a small subset: the Manny Jacinto super fans.

I know! I feel terrible.

“Maverick” hones in on one group of fighter pilots trying out for this mission, including Rooster, Hangman,
Phoenix, Bob, Payback, and Fanboy, but we briefly meet other candidates, including those played by Jacinto,
Jack Schumacher, Jake Picking, Raymond Lee, and Kara Wang. When were they mostly cut out of the film? Or
was that always the plan?

When we shot the film, everybody had lines, everybody had scenes, so it was all there in the script and in
shooting it. And there are great scenes that are on the cutting-room floor. There’s a great scene in the
infirmary with Cyclone [Jon Hamm] and Phoenix [Monica Barbero] and Bob [Lewis Pullman] after their
accident. There’s great scene of Tom staring up at the old F-14 on the pole, outside the Navy base.

You just don’t have room to fit everything in. You need to be a mercenary, which is what I’ve learned from Tom
and [editor] Eddie [Hamilton]. You end up throwing out stuff that you are sure, when you’re shooting it, will
absolutely be in the movie. When you’re coming down to the final cut and focusing on the story you’re telling,
stuff has to fall away for the good of the film.
Unfortunately for Manny, Kara, Jake, Raymond, and Jack, their lines didn’t make it into the final film. It has
nothing to do with their performance or their abilities at all; it only has to do with the story of the film and
trying to make the best version.

The film’s final scene returns Maverick to his desert hanger, joined by Rooster, and then Penny and Amelia, but
the film already had a few “endings” already. Was this version always the original ending?

I actually shot a version where Phoenix was there too, and Phoenix is talking to Amelia about airplanes, and
they’re looking at plane models and having this nice moment together. We had versions where Hondo [Bashir
Salahuddin] was there, so it was more like a big family. At the end, we narrowed it down to just Rooster and
Amelia.

At first, Maverick goes to the bar and Penny’s [Connolly] not there, which was a scene we played with both in
and out [of the film]. I’m so glad we put it in, because it’s a great way to reveal Penny at the end of the film
with Maverick. It just felt like the right ending. We open the film in the hanger and Maverick is alone, and we
end with him in the hanger and he’s surrounded by family, a new family. That’s the journey we wanted to take
Maverick on.

You can’t tell me that Paramount is not already champing at the bit for another sequel.

It took 36 years for Tom to agree to do this one! [laughs] It’s up to him. He’s the one that has to be
convinced. That’s how this project started, with Jerry and I going to Paris to talk Tom into it. It’s all about
story. It’s all about emotion. If we can figure out a way, a journey for Maverick to go back and be with these
young pilots and figure something out, maybe it could happen. I think for now, we should just enjoy that we
got this one.

A Paramount Pictures release, “Lightyear” is in theaters now. Netflix’s “Spiderhead” hits the streamer on
Friday, June 25.

